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Abstract-This peper concerns itself with integal expansion, somewhat related to the Mehler-Fok 
type integral transform, of 8 class of functions in terms of the associated Legendre functions. In the 
expansion formula, the supemcript of the 8ssociated Legendre functions appears 8s 8n integration 
variable. Integral expansions of some simple functions 8re given as examples. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Integral representations involving Legendre functions, of a class of functions are commonly known 
as Mehler-Fok transforms. These are useful in solving certain boundary value problems involving 
spherical or conical regions in mathematical physics. In these representations, the subscript of the 
Legendre functions appears as the integration variable while its superscript is either zero or a fixed 
integer [l]. A different type of integral transform formulae, somewhat related to these Mehler-Fok 
transforms, were obtained in [2-6], where the integration variable in the inverse formulae is the 
superscript of the associated Legendre function, the subscript remaining a fixed complex number. 
In this paper, we obtain another type of similar integral expansion of a class of functions defined 
in (O,oo), in terms of the associated Legendre functions. The sufficient conditions which the 
function must satisfy in order that the integral expansion formula is valid are given here, in the 
form of a theorem, based on the ideas used in [6]. Integral expansions of some simple functions 
are also obtained as examples. 
2. INTEGRAL EXPANSION OF A FUNCTION IN (0,~) 
We present the main result of this paper in the form of the following theorem. 
THEOREM. Let f(cr) be a given function defined in (0, oo) and satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) f(a) is piece-wise continuous and is of bounded variation in the interval (0, oo), 
(ii) E QQ_&osha) E L(O, o4, 14 < 3. 
Then at the points of continuity of f(a), 
where 
(2) 
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p = u + ip and r is a real parameter. Equation (2) may be regarded as an integrsl transform of 
the function f(a) defined in (0, co) and (1) 
integral expansion of the function. 
is its inverse. Equations (1) and (2) together give the 
PROOF. We first note that the integral representation of the associated Legendre function of 
second kind is given by [7] 
Q%,~+ir (cash CY) = 
e’p* (2 sinh cr)” r (8) r (3 -P> J m 
e-iTt & a [2 (cash t - cash cr)]r+1/2 ’ 
From (3), we have the inequality [8] 
forcr>O, lR.e/~I<i. (3) 
I QP 
r (+ -a) 
-1,2+j7(cosW~ I Ir (+ _P)I Qb-&osW, for a > 0, InI < f, ITI > 0. (4) 
Using (4), it follows that 
and this proves that, under the conditions imposed on the function /(a), the integral F(p) is 
majorized by a convergent integral. So the integral in (2) is absolutely and uniformly convergent. 
Hence, F(p) represents a continuous function of ~1 and the double integral 
~(a, I) = -$ J” p e+* p:p 
-il 
l/z+it(CC’Sha) [lw g Q!1/2+ir (cosha’) da’] d/l 
haa a meaning. Also, uniform convergence allows us to change the order of integration and write 
JW as 
where 
J((Y, 1) = J O” !$$K(cz,o’,l)do/‘, 0
K((Y, CY’,~) = i J 
il 
p esiP* PI.$2+i,(cosh a) Q”1,2+ir(cosh a’) dp. -il 
(5) 
(6) 
It is simple to show that the kernel K(a, CY’, I) is symmetric in the variables cr and cr’. Thus, 
K(a, a’, I) = K(a’, a, I). (7) 
Now we consider the behaviour of the kernel K(a, CY’, I) as 14 00. The integrand of K(cr, CY’, I) 
is a function of the complex variable p and regular in the half-plane Rep 2 0. We can, therefore, 
replace the integration by that on the semicircle l?r of radius 1 in the half-plane Rep 1 0. Then, 
K(a, a’, 1) = $ J p emilrr PI.$2+i,(cosh a) Qf,,,+,,(cosha’) dp. G 
Now we fix cx and suppose that Q 5 (Y’. As Rep + 00 (cf. [7]), 
(8) 
p,P(cosh a) = t;;;$) [I + 0 (IPI--‘)] 1 
coth 
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where the upper and lower sign is to be taken according as -F < arg(1 + Y - II) < 5 or 
-% < arg(l+v-p) < 9, and where v = -l/2 + ir. Using asymptotic properties of the Gamma 
function as Re ,I + 00, we find 
p e-‘“= P;p(cosh a) Qt(cosh a’) 
= f (;z’$)))’ [l+exp{*ir(l+v)+(l+v-(l)sech2 (;)}I [l+o(I~l-‘)I - (10) 
Let t = lntanh+j and q = lntanhg, SO that c < 0, q < 0. Then, from (8)-(lo), we obtain for 
(Y 5 Q’, (i.e., for [ 5 ~7) 
K(o, a’, 4 
= &J [exp{-p(rj - 0) + exp {fix(l+ v) + (1 + v - Lc)(l - e2”) - P(S - 011 dP 
rl 
r/2 r/2 
+ O(l) J exp{-l(q - [) cos cp}dv + err’ J exp{-l(q-<+l-e29)coscp}d~ . 0 0 1 
Using the result 
exp(-AZ cos ‘p) dp 5 
1 - exp(-Al) 
Xl ’ (A 2 Oh 
we obtain 
’ K(a, c&e) = ; 
[ 
sin~(~;C)+exp{(&in+l-e2~)(l+~)} sin~(~~~+~~2~2q)] 
+ O(l) 
For a > Q’, using the symmetry property (7) and the representation (8), we obtain 
’ K(a’, a, e) = ; 
[ - 
siniK 4 ‘) + exp {(fin + 1 - eZC) (1 + II)) sin:(F 11: ;‘l_ T2:zo 
I 
+ O(1) 
[ 
1 - exp {-I(t - 71)) + eSr 1 - exp {-I (t - ‘I + 1 - e29} 
1 tt - 39 I([-rj~+l-e~c) 1 . c12J 
Now we divide J(cw,l) into two parts as, say, 
Q J(q I) = 
J 
W) -z+,a',I)da'+ 
s sinhd J 
cD fo K(a, a’, I) da 
Q sinh CY’ (13) 
= &(a, I) + J2(a, I). 
Using (12) in 51, we obtain 
f (2 tanh-’ eq) sin I(< - q) dfl ~ _ rl 
+i _( 
J 00 
f(2tanh”e”) exp{(fin+1-e2Q)(1+v)} s1n:(E~:~1-e2t’dq _ eX 
+ O(l) J _‘, If (2 tanh-’ e”) 1 ’ - exrf:-r $ - ‘)’ dr) 
J ’ + O(l) If (2 tanh-’ e”) 1 erz l-exp{-Z(c-q+l-e2C)} dtl --oo I(( - rj + 1 - e2C) ’ 
(14) 
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Since f(2 tanh-’ eq) E L(-co,oo), it follows from Dirichlet’s theorem that, as I -+ 00, the first 
integral tends to i f(2 tanh-’ et - 0) and the second integral tends to zero. It is easily shown 
that the third and fourth integrals also tend to zero ss I---) 00. Hence, 
/li; Jl((Y, I) = f f(a - O), 
and employing (ll), we similarly obtain 
rliz &(a, 1) = a f(o + 0). 
+ 
Hence, we conclude that 
/iz J(o, q = f [& - 0) + f(o + O)]. 
At the points of continuity of f(o), we obtain (1). 
3. EXAMPLES 
(I? 
I 
We now give integral expansions of some particular functions 
(1) (sinh (Y)’ 
2-A ica 
=- 
J 
PZP 
r(;++++p) r(1+ +I/ - $I) r (iA + $4) r (ix - i/l) 
7ri -im r(i+++) r(;+++fX) 
Pi”(cosho)& for 0 < ReA < 4. 
(2) P;‘(cosh (Y) 
2-2x icu 
= rir(l+A) J PZP 
r(+++++) r(i+ $V - ;A) r (ix + 3~) r ($I + 3~) 
-ice 
r(i+++) r(++++$x) 
P;“(cosh cr) dp for 0 < Re A < i. 
In all these results, the conditions under which the expansion theorem hold are satisfied. 
Another interesting example is 
ice 
(3) 1 = 2i 
J 
y csc 2 r G + + + 34 r (I+ 34 P;p(cosh a) dp 
2 r(i+++) r(+++> , 
-ioo 
which cannot be obtained from Formula (1) because the interior integral diverges. Formally, 
Example (3) can be obtained from the previous Example (1) by letting A -+ 0. 
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